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Judicial determinaon of FRAND royales in the ICT sector: should courts
determine FRAND royales and, if so, how? Principles, methods and
challenges
Rita García-Benne

Summary
Connecvity plays a key role in today’s economy and increasingly so as the Internet of Things
(IoT) develops. Standards, as enablers of connecvity, are central to this development. The
&'h generaon technology standard for cellular networks (5G) is pushing new industries to
consider access to standards, including the licensing of standard-essenal patents (SEPs),
which are patents that need to be accessed for a product to comply with a standard. A
predictable and e+cient licensing environment is therefore key for companies’ strategies
worldwide, parcularly so for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) who may not be
familiar with SEP licensing pracces.
To ensure accessibility to standards, some standard se0ng organizaons require SEP holders
to commit to license on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms. These terms
are subject to di3erent interpretaon, which gives rise to legal uncertainty and increased
ligaon. And whilst court decisions have helped clarify the meaning of these terms, judicial
FRAND determinaon has been rare in Europe, where courts tend to shy away from
determining FRAND royales.
This paper discusses the principles taken into account and the methods generally applied by
the courts to determine FRAND royales. It advocates for more guidance on valuaon
methods, including from governmental agencies and the judiciary, and argues that judicial
FRAND royalty determinaons can bene&t the licensing system, albeit methods and access
to data, including regarding SEP essenality, need improvement.
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1. Introducon
1.1 The Importance of an E(cient and Predictable SEP Licensing Regime as IoT
Develops
Standards play a key role in today’s economy. Among other things, they enable products
designed and manufactured by di3erent pares to operate or interface with each other,
creang economies of scope1 and value for consumers, as well as helping to spread new
technologies. Technology standards are necessary to facilitate mobile wireless
communicaon. The value of connecvity nowadays is huge and will play an even
greater role in the future as the Internet of Things (IoT) develops further. The
informaon and communicaons technology (ICT) which makes this connecvity possible
is, therefore, a key issue for compeveness and security, and a priority for many
governments worldwide.
In its 2017 Communicaon,2 the European Commission (the Commission) highlighted the
importance of interoperability, enabled by standards, to opmise the revenue that
digitalisaon can bring to the European economy. 3 It considered standardisaon crucial
for the ICT sector and the development of IoT, parcularly with regard to the
implementaon of 5G. Given its relevance in any sector where connecvity maers, 5G,
which allows large volumes of data to transfer with minimum lag, is pushing new
industries and companies to consider SEPs for the &rst me, making 5G SEP licensing a
fundamental issue. This makes ‘the achievement of a balanced SEP licensing system a
vital aim of the European Union’.4 In this spirit, in July 2018, the Commission set up an
expert working group on licensing and valuaon of SEPs to facilitate exchange of
experience and good pracce, provide economic, legal and technical experse, and assist
the Commission in monitoring SEP licensing markets to inform any policy measures. 5
1.2 The Role of the Courts
Whilst creang e+ciencies, standards can result in complex intellectual property (IP) and
compeon law issues when the technology contribung to the standard is protected by
a patent. In those cases, implementers will need access to some patents in order for
their product to comply with the technical standard. These so-called standard-essenal
patents (SEPs) can result in a market control rather than the technology control intended
to be granted by the patent. For example, SEP holders can enforce their patents to stop
implementers from markeng their product or force implementers to enter into licences
1

Ove Granstrand, Evolving Proper%es of Intellectual Capitalism, Patents and Innova%ons for Growth and Welfare’ (2018
Elgar) 331.
2
Communicaon from the Commission of 29 November 2017 to the European Parliament, the Council and the European
Economic and Social Commiee se0ng out the EU approach to Standard Essenal Patents, COM (2017) 712 &nal.
3
Commission Communicaon (n 2) 1.
4
Luke McDonagh and Enrico Bonadio, ‘Standard Essenal Patents and the Internet of Things’ (2019) 6
<hps://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=IPOL_IDA(2019)608854> accessed 26 April
2020. This is also referred to in the Commission’s Acon Plan on Intellectual Property published on 25 November 2020.
hps://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/QANDA_20_2188 accessed 2 December 2020.
5
New Group of Experts on SEP <hps://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/science-update/new-standard-essenal-patents-sep-expertsgroup>.
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at rates that are excessive. This ‘hold up’ can have an-compeve e3ects.
Consequently, the exclusivity granted by SEPs needs to be calibrated to ensure that
standards are broadly accessible and, therefore, successful. One way of doing this is for
standard se0ng organizaons (SSOs), the organizaons responsible for se0ng,
developing and maintaining standards, to require SEP holders, as the European
Telecommunicaons Standard Instute (ETSI) and the Instute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) do, to provide an undertaking to license on fair, reasonable
and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms or, as referred to in the United States (US), RAND
terms, when the SEP holder no&es ETSI or IEEE that the patent is standard-essenal.
Accessibility is therefore a key requirement from a compeon law perspecve when
dealing with SEPs. This should not, however, underpin ‘hold out’ situaons, that is,
deliberate delays in negoaons by implementers to force terms below FRAND on SEP
holders. As stressed by the Court of Jusce of the European Union (CJEU) in its Huawei v.
ZTE decision,6 the rights of SEP holders need to be taken into account to ensure a
balance between maintaining free compeon and protecng the rights of SEP holders
by providing e3ecve judicial protecon.7
Understanding how courts approach SEP valuaon will be fundamental for organizaons
and individuals when deciding, for example, whether to start proceedings, negoate a
licence, purchase patent porTolios, raise funding or even patent a certain technology. IP
valuaon by the courts will be an important reference for bilateral licensing negoaons
and generally for pares con&rming the value of IP. There is, however, not much
statutory or judicial guidance in Europe on what constutes FRAND royales. Whilst the
landmark CJEU decision in Huawei v. ZTE8 provides a helpful framework within which
both SEP holders and implementers must negoate (albeit interpreted by naonal courts
with di3erent degrees of ?exibility), it does not explain how FRAND is to be determined.
Unlike US courts, European courts have generally avoided se0ng FRAND royalty rates.
One notable excepon is the 2017 Unwired Planet v. Huawei English High Court
decision,9 in which Birss J, the judge hearing the case, calculated the FRAND royales for
a global licence, taking a dynamic and pragmac approach, not only developing the
jurisprudence in this area but also encouraging cross-jurisdiconal dialogue.
This paper brie?y discusses the key principles generally taken into account and the
methods applied by the courts when they determine FRAND royales. It highlights some
challenges courts face and potenal improvements.

6

Case 170/13 Huawei Technologies v. ZTE EU:C:2015:477.
Huawei v. ZTE (n 6) [42].
8
Huawei v. ZTE (n 6).
9
Unwired Planet Internaonal Ltd. v. Huawei Techs. Co. [2017] EWHC 711 (Pat).
7
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2. Principles and Methods generally applied by the courts
2.1 Principles Taken into Account by the Courts
Courts generally take into account a number of principles when they determine royales
for FRAND encumbered SEPs.
(i)

Hold up and Hold out

The importance of prevenng ‘hold up’ has been emphasized by the courts in most
FRAND decisions.10 There is, however, some debate as to the strength of the hold up
issue and the e3ecveness of the FRAND commitment as a soluon. In re Innova%o,11
Judge Holderman noted that, when determining a RAND royalty, courts should take into
account the risks of hold up and royalty stacking because the aim of a RAND
commitment is to prevent these risks. Theorecal hold up arguments, however, will not
be su+cient, as speci&ed by the Federal Circuit in Ericsson v. D-Link,12 where
implementers were required to provide factual evidence to support any hold up claims. 13
There has been increased awareness of hold out behaviour in recent years. In Unwired
Planet v. Huawei, Birss J considers both hold up and hold out possible and relevant to the
analysis.14 ETSI’s IPR Policy15 includes as an objecve the need to balance the rights of the
patent holders to be rewarded for their invenons and the need of standardisaon for
use by the public in telecommunicaon. Moreover, in September 2020 the US’
Department of Jusce, Antrust Division (DOJ) felt the need to send a leer to IEEE16
stressing the need to consider hold out as well as hold up in any revised policy.
(ii)

Royalty Stacking

Courts also take into account the need to minimise royalty stacking. 17 Smartphones
comprise many di3erent technologies, some of which are patented. Some academics
argue that, because standard-compliant smartphones use potenally thousands of SEPs
which are owned by many di3erent SEP holders and each SEP holder will set their rate
independently, each of those royales will be ‘stacked’ on top of each other resulng in
higher cost for manufacturers and consumers, and less innovaon. 18 This concern was
raised by the Commission in its 2017 Communicaon, where it noted that ‘par%es should
10

Norman Siebrasse and Thomas Coer, ‘Judicially Determined FRAND Royales’ in Jorge L. Contreras The Cambridge
Handbook of Technical Standardiza%on Law (Cambridge University Press 2018) 369.
11
In re Innova%o IP Ventures, LLC Patent Ligaon, MDL No. 2303, 2013 WL 5593609 (N.D. III. 3 October 2013) (J
Holderman).
12
Ericsson v. D-Link, 773 F.3d 1201 (Fed. Cir. 2014).
13
Anne Layne-Farrar and Koren Wong-Ervin, ‘Methodologies for Calculang FRAND Damages: An Economic and
Comparave Analysis of the Case Law from China, the European Union, India, and the United States (July 24, 2017) 5. Jindal
Global Law School Law Review, Fall 2017; George Mason Law & Economics Research Paper No. 17-28
<hps://ssrn.com/abstract=2985073> accessed 15 June 2020.
14
Unwired (n 9) [92, 95, 96].
15
ETSI Intellectual Property Rights Policy <hps://www.etsi.org/intellectual-property-rights > accessed 12 June 2020,
clauses 3.1 and 3.2.
16
Leer from Makan Delrahim, Assistant Aorney General, to Sophia A. Muirhead, General Counsel IEEE dated 10
September 2020, updang its 2015 Business Review Leer, 8, 9.
<hps://www.jusce.gov/atr/page/&le/1315291/download > accessed 13 September 2020.
17
Siebrasse and Coer (n 10) 369.
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consider a reasonable aggregate rate for the standard, assessing the overall added value
of the technology’.19
Whether or not royalty stacking occurs in pracce has been the subject of much
academic debate. Recent studies have shown that the argument that patent licensing fee
rates are excessive in mobile technologies is exaggerated and lacks empirical support,
with actual payments being much smaller.20 On the other side of the debate, Sco
Morton and Shapiro warned in 2016 that royalty stacking was a threat to the
development of IoT.21 This is relevant in the context of judicial SEP valuaon because, as
Galetovic notes, claims that the royalty stack is in the order of 20 to 40 per cent of the
average mobile phone cost are ‘substan%ally o3 and should not be used to inform judicial
decisions’.22 The Federal Circuit required in CSIRO v. Cisco23 that pares alleging royalty
stacking provide evidence in support and not rely on theorecal arguments. 24
(iii)

Proporonality

A reasonable royalty should be proporonate to the value of the standard to the user
and the importance of the technology both to the standard and the user. 25 Courts apply
this principle by determining the importance of the parcular SEP to the standard, which
can have substanal impact on the rate. 26 This is a di+cult exercise because courts need
to determine the overall value that a standard contributes to a product and then
calculate the share of that value that is contributed by the SEP in queson. This principle
was applied by the Japanese Intellectual Property High Court (JIPHC) in Apple v.
Samsung,27 in which the court &rst determined the value of the standard 28 (in this case,
the UMTS mobile cellular standard) in the infringing products (the iPhone 4 and the iPad
2 Wi-Fi+3G) and then the value that the patent contributed to the standard. 29

18

Alexander Galetovic, Stephen Haber and Lew Zaretzki, ‘An esmate of the average cumulave royalty yield in the world
mobile phone industry: Theory, measurements and results’ (2018)
<hps://www.sciencedirect.com/science/arcle/pii/S0308596117302240?via%3Dihub> accessed 8 July 2020, 264.
19
Commission Communicaon (n 2) 7.
20
Keith Mallinson, ‘Cumulave mobile SEP royalty payments. No more than around 5% of mobile handset revenues’ (IP
Finance 2015) <hp://www.ip.&nance/2015/08/cumulave-mobile-sep-royalty-payments.html> accessed 7 July. Alexander
Galetovic and Kir Gupta, ‘The case of the missing royalty stacking in the world mobile wireless industry’ (Industrial and
Corporate Change, Volume 29, Issue 3, June 2020) 46 <hps://doi-org.ezproxy.ip.mpg.de:8443/10.1093/icc/dtz074 >
accessed 7 July 2020.
21
Galetovic and Kupta (n 20), referring to Fiona Sco Morton and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Asserons: Are We Any Closer to
Aligning Reward to Contribuon?’ (Innovaon Policy and the Economy 16 (2016): 89-133)
<hps://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/684987> accessed 17 July 2020.
22
Galetovic, Haber and Zaretzki (n 18) 273.
23
CSIRO v. Cisco Systems, Inc., 809 F.3d 1295 (Fed. Cir. Dec. 3, 2015).
24
Layne-Farrar and Wong-Ervin (n 13) 4.
25
Siebrasse and Coer (n 10) 368.
26
Siebrasse and Coer (n 10) 371.
27
Apple v. Samsung, Japanese IP High Court, Decision of 16 May 2014, Case No. 2013 (Ne) 10043, on appeal from the
judgment of Tokyo District Court, 28 February 2013, Case No. 20111 [Wa] 38969]
28
This is the value of the product with the standard less the value of the product without the standard, which was easy to
calculate in this case because Apple sold the same product with and without cellular funconality. Siebrasse and Coer (n
10), 384.
29
Siebrasse and Coer (n 10), 384.
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(iv)

Re?ecng the Value of Standardisaon: Ex Ante vs Ex Post Approach

An ex ante approach, generally applied by courts in the US, 30 requires a FRAND royalty to
re?ect the value of the technology before the approval of the standard, as opposed to
allowing such value to re?ect the inclusion of the technology in the standard. This
approach was applied in CSIRO v. Cisco,31 where the Federal Circuit held that the &rst
instance judge had made a mistake by re?ecng commercial success of products made
under the patent on the basis that some of that success could be due to the technology
forming part of the standard. The Commission also favoured an ex ante approach in its
2017 Communicaon, although it le' the door open for alternave approaches where
the technology is developed for the standard and has limited market value outside of it. 32
In contrast, in Unwired Planet v. Huawei, Birss J found that appropriang some of the
value associated with the technology being included in the standard was not in con?ict
with FRAND.33 Indeed, some authors argue that allowing SEP holders to re?ect part of
the value aributable to network e3ects might be desirable in certain circumstances to
maintain an incenve for SEP holders to invent and parcipate in the standard.
(v)

Incenve to Invent and Incenve to Parcipate

This principle holds that a reasonable royalty for a SEP should provide an incenve to the
SEP holder to parcipate in the standard. Both Judge Robart in Microso7 v. Motorola 34
and Judge Holderman in re Innova%o35 noted that RAND royales need to be set
su+ciently high to ensure that innovators are incenvised to invent and contribute their
invenons to the standard. 36 This principle was also highlighted by the Commission in its
2017 Communicaon.37
(vi)

Non-Discriminaon

Non-Discriminaon is a limb of the FRAND undertaking and its meaning has been the
subject of debate, with most courts agreeing that it requires the SEP holder to treat
‘similar situated’ licensees in a similar manner 38 rather than requiring that all licensees
pay idencal rates on idencal terms.39 In Sisvel v Haier,40 the German Federal Court of
Jusce (FCJ) clari&ed that the obligaon imposed by the non-discriminaon limb of
FRAND does not equate to a ‘most-favoured licensee’ provision. Courts, however, have
30

Contreras J, ‘Global Rate Se0ng: A Soluon for Standards-Essenal Patents?’ 94 Washington Law Review. 701 (2019) 722
<hps://digitalcommons.law.uw.edu/wlr/vol94/iss2/5> accessed 2 September 2020.
31
CSIRO v Cisco (n 23).

Commission Communication (n 2) 7
Siebrasse and Cotter (n 10) 372. Unwired (n 9) [97].
34
Microsoft v. Motorola, Inc.696 F.3d 872 (9th Circ. 2012) (J Robart).
35
Re Innovatio n (11).
36
Chryssoula Pentheroudakis and Justus Baron, ‘Licensing Terms of Standard Essential Patents. A
Comprehensive Analysis of Cases’ (JRC Science for Policy Report. EUR 28302 EN; doi: 10.2791/32230, 2017)
110 <https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC104068/jrc104068%20online.pdf> accessed
12 July 2020.
37
Commission Communication (n 2) 7.
38
Contreras (n 30) 722. Commission Communication (n2) 8.
39
Unwired (n 9) [497].
40
Sisvel v Haier, Case No. KZR 36/17.
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33

disagreed on whether other requirements are also necessary. For example, in Unwired
Planet v. Huawei, Birss J observed that di3erent treatment to similarly situated licensees
which is objecvely jus&ed can be FRAND compliant.
(vii)

Licence to All vs Access to All

There is also an ongoing debate as to whether there is a duty, resulng from the
applicaon of the non-discriminatory limb of FRAND, for the SEP holder to license all
enes who want to obtain a licence, regardless of their place in the supply chain. This is
known as the ‘licence to all’ approach. This is relevant for FRAND royalty determinaon
because licensing at di3erent levels will have an impact on the royalty. The Commission
did not clarify its posion on this point in its 2017 Communicaon, 41 although in a &rst
dra' it had controversially advocated for a ‘licence to all’ approach, which was removed
in the &nal version.42 A ‘licence to all’ approach is recommended by the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan (METI) in its April 2020 Guide to Fair Value
Calculaon of Standard Essenal Patents for Mul-Component Products 43 (the METI
Guide). In the US, component licensing was raised in the FTC v. Qualcomm decision,44
where the Ninth Circuit reversed Judge Lucy Koh’s 2019 decision that Qualcomm’s
refusal to license competors was unlawfully ancompeve. The Federal Circuit held
that Qualcomm’s policy to license at original equipment manufacturer level was not an
ancompeve violaon of antrust law and vacated Judge Koh’s worldwide injuncon.
The debate is parcularly topical in Germany in the automobile industry. The recent
Nokia v. Daimler45 proceedings, which concerned component-level licensing and resulted
in the grant of an injuncon by the Mannheim Court to Nokia, prompted a leer from
the German Federal Cartel O+ce to the Court asking it to suspend proceedings and
submit the queson to the CJEU.46 Whilst the Mannheim Court did not do this, on 26
November 2020 the Düsseldorf Regional Court submied the queson to the CJEU in
parallel proceedings.47

41

Commission Communicaon (n 2).
This resulted in &erce debate and warnings that it could impact the development of 5G. Paul Lugard P and Sohra
Askaryar, ‘The European Commission’s Dra' Communicaon on Standard Essenal Patents: A Useful Roadmap or a Dark
Alley?’ (October 2017) 3. <hps://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publicaons/antrust_law/
at315000_newsleer_201710.authcheckdam.pdf> accessed 6 September 2020.
43
The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan’s Guide to Fair Value Calculaon of Standard Essenal Patents for
Mul-Component Products dated 21 April 2020
<hps://www.me.go.jp/policy/mono_info_service/mono/smart_mono/sep/200421sep_fairvalue_hp_eng.pdf accessed 15
November 2020>, 2.
44
FTC v. Qualcomm Inc., Case No. 19-16122, ECF No. 255-1 (9th Cir. Aug. 11, 2020).
45
Nokia v. Daimler, LG Mannheim, 2 O 34/19.
46
Bonadio E and McDonagh L, ‘The Mannheim Regional Court refuses CJEU reference in Nokia v. Daimler – me for the
Commission to invesgate?’ (Kluwer Patent Blog, 31 August 2020) <hp://patentblog.kluweriplaw.com/2020/08/31/themannheim-regional-court-refuses-cjeu-reference-in-nokia-v-daimler-me-for-the-commission-to-invesgate/> accessed 6
September 2020.
47
Mathieu Klos, ‘Regional Court Düsseldorf refers Nokia v Daimler quesons to CJEU’. (Juve Patent, 26 November 2020)
<hps://www.juve-patent.com/news-and-stories/cases/breaking-regional-court-dusseldorf-refers-nokia-vs-daimlerquesons-to-cjeu/> accessed 5 December 2020.
42
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2.2 Methods Applied by the Courts to Determine FRAND Royales
When determining FRAND royales, courts around the world apply di3erent
methodologies, which, whilst not wholly aligned, are o'en based on comparable licences
and/or a top-down approach.
(i)

Comparable Licences

Courts o'en rely on comparable licences as evidence of what pares would have agreed
to in a hypothecal negoaon. 48 This follows a market approach 49 and is rooted on price
theory,50 which holds that the value of a good is observed in the market through the
consumer’s willingness to pay and the actual buying choices that they make. Courts seem
to agree that an established royalty is the best indicaon of a reasonable royalty because
you do not have to guess what the pares would hypothecally agree. 51 In Microso7 v.
Motorola,52 Judge Robart relied mostly on comparables to determine the royalty rate.
This was also the case in Unwired Planet v. Huawei and in HTC v. Ericsson.53 What triggers
debate, however, is what constutes a comparable licence, 54 what happens when
adequate comparables are not available and the adjustments required to re?ect any
di3erences. Moreover, courts may want to verify that licensing rates in bilateral
agreements which are put forward as comparables do not re?ect a market dominant
posion, hold out or hold up so as to ensure that valuaon errors are not repeated. 55
(ii)

Top Down Approach

The top down approach starts from a determinaon of the aggregate royalty that should
be earned by all SEPs in a standard and then apporons the share of the relevant SEP or
SEP porTolio based on some algorithm, such as patent counts. It was applied in part in
Microso7 v. Motorola , through factor nine of the Georgia-Paci&c factors,56 in re
Innova%o, TCL v. Ericsson (albeit in a modi&ed version), Apple v. Samsung and, as a crosscheck in Unwired Planet v. Huawei.57 This approach is recommended by the Japanese
METI in its METI Guide.58 The bene&t of the top down approach is that it avoids royalty
48

Weston Anson, IP Valua%on for the Future: Trends, Techniques and Case Studies (ABA Publishing 2018) 5.
The cost, income and market approach are the three basic quantave approaches to IP valuaon. The market approach
esmates how the market would value the intangible by comparing the IP with similar or idencal IP for which there is
monetary informaon. It can focus on direct market value (past transacons entered into for the parcular IP) and/or
comparable transacons (similar transacons entered into for similar IP). Porter and Rakiec (n 12) [3.03 3(a)].
50
Galetovic A and Haber S, ‘SEP Royales: What Theory of Value and Distribuon Should Courts Apply’ (September 4, 2019)
4. <hps://ssrn.com/abstract=3447641 or hp://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3447641> accessed 16 June 2020.
51
Gregory Sidak, ‘The Meaning of FRAND, Part I: Royales’ (Journal of Compeon Law & Economics 2013) Volume 9, Issue
4, 931-1055, 97, referring to the Federal Circuit in Ericsson v. D-Link (n 12), 41. Unwired (n 9) [170-172].
52
Microso7 v. Motorola (n 34).
53
HTC Corp. v. Telefonak%ebolaget Ericsson, Case No. 6:18-CV-00243-JRG (E.D. Tex. 2019) 11.
54
See Layne-Farrar and Wong-Ervin (n 13) 20-22 for a comparave case-based discussion on what constutes a comparable
licence.
55
Roya Gafele and Jan Schmitz J, ‘Economic Perspecves on FRAND’ (Journal of European Compeon Law & Pracce,
2020) 8 <hp://doi.org/10.1093/jeclap/lpz073> accessed 16 June 2020.
56
Layne-Farrar and Wong-Ervin (n 13) 24.
57
Microso7 v. Motorola (n 34), re Innova%o (n 11), TCL v. Ericsson (n 21), Apple v. Samsung (n 27), Unwired (n 9), as
reported by Gafele and Schmitz (n 55) 10.
58
METI Guide to Fair Value Calculaon of Standard Essenal Patents for Mul-Component Products (n 43) 3.
49
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stacking by starng the analysis from the overall value of the standard and then
apporoning it between SEP holders in proporon to the value of the patent. For
example, one would work out the total royalty rate for all SEPs on a mobile phone and
then divide this between patent owners according to their share. Both steps, however,
are di+cult to determine. Courts have used di3erent methods to apporon value,
including contribuon to the standard and forward citaons. Galetovic and Haber have
cricised the top-down approach for using arbitrary techniques to determine both the
aggregate royalty and the share of the SEP, and for not being consistent with economic
principles. They believe that patent hold up and royalty stacking theories are ?awed
because they are not supported by empirical evidence and that courts should not follow
top down methods when determining SEP royales and should rely instead on
comparables.59 They do not explain, however, what methodology courts should follow
when comparables are not available.
(iii)

Royalty Base Determinaon: EMVR and SSPPU

A reasonable royalty can be calculated as a percentage of a royalty base. There are two
main approaches to the determinaon of a royalty base: the enre market value rule
(EMVR) and the smallest saleable patent-pracsing unit (SSPPU), which may result in
very di3erent royales. The EMVR involves the determinaon of the royalty based on the
price of the end product which implements the patented feature, 60 for example, a
smartphone. Whilst disfavoured by the Federal Circuit for patents in general, 61 some
authors argue that courts should follow the EMVR for SEPs to mirror the pracce in the
industry.62 The SSPPU involves the determinaon of the royalty by mulplying the royalty
rate by the price of the smallest component of the downstream product that implements
the patent sold as a stand-alone item, 63 for example, a chip. Gauer and Pet 64 argue
that the use of SSPPU is a costly exercise in the case of porTolio licensing, can make
monitoring the FRAND requirements more challenging when dealing with an integrated
&rm65 and licensing at the component level ignores network e3ects, which arise when
technologies interact.
When updang its policy in 2014, IEEE suggested that its parcipants adopt the SSPPU so
that the sale price of a component will be the appropriate valuaon base 66 to avoid
excessive royales. ETSI did not follow and in HTC v. Ericsson,67 Judge Gilstrap rejected
59
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the argument put forward by HTC that the ETSI Guide on Intellectual Property Rights
required the rate to be paid to Ericsson to be based on the price of the SSPPU. Moreover,
in the recent FTC v. Qualcomm decision,68 the Ninth Circuit disagreed with the analysis of
the District Court observing that ‘No court has held that the SSPPU concept is a per se
rule for “reasonable royalty” calcula%ons’ nong that the Federal Circuit sees nothing
wrong in using the EMVR. In its September 2020 leer to IEEE, 69 the DOJ clari&ed that,
whilst it may have stressed the bene&ts of the SSPPU approach in a previous 2015 leer,
it did not advocate for a parcular approach, referring to the aforemenoned FTC v
Qualcomm decision and nong that ‘par%es should be given Bexibility to fashion licences
that reward and encourage innova%on’. Already in 2016, Pet had warned against SSOs
mandang the use of SSPPU in SEP intensive sectors, which he believed would drive
patent owners to ‘stop contribu%ng their best technologies into standardisa%on’ and was
‘likely to reduce investment in socially beneCcial ac%vi%es'.70 Siebrasse and Coer also
support the use of the EMVR and refer to the decision of the JIPHC in Apple v. Samsung.71
The EMVR was also preferred by the Mannheim Court in Nokia v. Daimler.72
3. Key Challenges and Potenal Improvements
3.1 Key Challenges: Lack of Access to Data, SEP Overdeclaraon and Global Rates
Determining FRAND royales is a very complex exercise and courts face many challenges
when doing so. IP valuaon experts are somemes crical of courts’ royalty
determinaons because they view their methods as removed from mainstream
economic approaches. However, methods based on comparables, which appear to be
the preferred and most reasonable starng point, follow a market approach which is
rooted on price theory.73 The main barrier to the general adopon of this method is the
lack of access to data on comparable transacons. This data is not simply the agreed
royalty but also the speci&c circumstances of the negoaon and elements that
in?uenced the agreement, including &rm size, patent strength, industry and geographical
scope. Market parcipants seem to have lile incenve to provide this data and this
problem is exacerbated for new standards, such as 5G, and for technology being licensed
for the &rst me. Alternave methodologies therefore need to be explored.
When it comes to alternaves, the top-down approach seems to be the preferred opon.
Whilst it avoids royalty stacking, a problem which, according to recent studies 74 is
exaggerated, it has been cricized for not being consistent with economic principles and
using arbitrary data and techniques. One of the key issues that a3ects the reliability of
the apporonment exercise in a top-down approach, and is also relevant to any porTolio
68
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strength adjustment in a comparables analysis, is SEP overdeclaraon, a consequence of
the current SSO self-declaraon system. Whilst there is a lot of debate on many issues
surrounding FRAND determinaon, pares and courts seem to agree on the prevalence
of overdeclaraon. So much so, that serious evaluaon exercises will include, as was the
case in Unwired Planet v. Huawei, an essenality review step to &lter out truly essenal
patents. This is not a simple exercise and requires legal and technical skills, 75 as well as
me.76 Moreover, the patent counng methodology adopted in SEP licensing by pares
and courts can make this overdeclaraon problem worse because it incenvises pares
to declare patents as essenal.
3.2 Potenal Improvements
Whilst in its 2017 Communicaon the Commission did not take a clear posion on most
valuaon principles, it did, however, note that the quality and availability of informaon
available in SSOs needed to be improved. The Commission was crical, in parcular, of
the lack of scruny regarding essenality declaraons, which prompted the launch by
the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission (JRC) and the European
Commission Directorate-General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and
SMEs (DG GROW) of a Pilot Study for Essenality Assessment of Standard Essenal
Patents. The project report was published in November 2020 77 and recommends that
policy makers implement a system for essenality assessments with the acve
involvement of the European Patent O+ce and other naonal patent o+ces and in
collaboraon with similar instuons in other countries/regions, patent holders,
implementers, patent pools, SSOs and other stakeholders. The report iden&es 3
preferred scenarios: systemac review of all patents disclosed to SSOs, assessment at the
request of the patent holder and a combinaon of the preceding two, and highlights the
need to take into account the situaon of SMEs to ensure that they can easily determine
the relevant SEPs for their speci&c products and, if they are SEP holders, that there are
no obstacles for them to parcipate in the system. It also recommends that Ar&cial
Intelligence (AI) based approaches are explored to support essenality assessments.78
Similar iniaves have been launched outside the EU. Notably, by the Japanese Patent
O+ce in 2018, with the introducon of the ‘Hantei’ (Advisory Opinion) system, 79 which
aims to assist pares in licensing negoaons by providing a non-binding expert opinion
on essenality.
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Another challenge for courts is how to deal with FRAND determinaon for global
porTolios without intruding on the jurisdicon of other courts, which can result in a ‘race
to the boFom’ and forum shopping.80 In Unwired Planet v Huawei, Birss J granted a UK
injuncon against Huawei unl such me as it entered into a global licence, the terms of
which he seled. His decision was appealed &rst to the Court of Appeal 81 and then to the
Supreme Court (UKSC). In a judgement handed down by Lord Hodge on 26 August 2020,
the UKSC upheld Birss J decision.82 Contreras proposes the establishment of an
internaonal tribunal to determine FRAND on a worldwide basis. 83 Such tribunal, which
would be either mandatory or oponal for parcipants in a SSO and preferably hosted by
a non-governmental internaonal body, would be limited in its authority to the
determinaon of worldwide FRAND royalty rates for all SEPs covering a given standard,
including apporonment among SEP holders for that standard. Whilst not enrely
prescripve, Contreras suggests a top-down approach as the preferred valuaon
method, with apporonment based on patent counng. 84 Gafele has also suggested ‘an
interna%onal body, established through an interna%onal treaty’ for the determinaon of
global FRAND rates.85 Interesngly, in its Unwired Planet decision, the UKSC also refers to
an internaonal tribunal as a potenal soluon for global FRAND royalty determinaon
or, as an alternave, ‘respected na%onal IP courts or tribunals’ to which this
determinaon could be referred. 86
4. Conclusion
Standards, as enablers of connecvity, are fundamental to the ICT sector and the
development of IoT. They play a key role in today’s economy, increasingly so as 5G
pushes new companies to consider SEP licensing. A predictable and e+cient SEP licensing
environment is therefore essenal for companies’ strategies worldwide, parcularly for
SMEs, who might be unfamiliar with SEP licensing. Whilst FRAND terms are designed to
ensure accessibility to SEPs, di3erent interpretaon of their meaning has resulted in
increased fricon and ligaon.
Despite this, European courts have to date avoided se0ng FRAND rates, with some
notable excepons. Yet judicial FRAND royalty determinaons can be very valuable. They
can inform future negoaons and licensing policies, develop the jurisprudence in this
area and encourage cross-jurisdiconal dialogue, improving the exisng lack of
transparency, which is one of the obstacles to the predictable and e+cient SEP licensing
environment. Courts should be entled to consider the evidence from each side and
come up with a di3erent view, applying a di3erent valuaon method if necessary. 87
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IP valuaon is a complex endeavour and courts face many obstacles when determining
FRAND royales. Courts need to consider a number of principles, which are the subject
of much academic debate and limited governmental clari&caon. When applying
valuaon methods, they may need to deal with a lack of data on comparable
transacons, SEP overdeclaraon and global porTolio issues. Notwithstanding,
highlighng these issues is part of the soluon. Birss J’s FRAND determinaon in Unwired
Planet v Huawei, despite some de&ciencies, is an example of a dynamic and pragmac
approach which re?ects commercial reality and helps develop the jurisprudence in this
area. It would be parcularly interesng to see how German courts, very seasoned in IP
maers, would apply the exisng guidance to determine FRAND royales.
Improving the current system is part of the Commission’s 2020 Acon Plan on IP. 88
Further research is needed to improve exisng and/or develop new methodologies for
FRAND royalty determinaon as alternaves to comparables, as well as to improve
access to data and essenality checks. The JRC/DG GROW Pilot Study for Essenality
Assessment of Standard Essenal Patents 89 is a step in the right direcon and refers to
the role AI can play in improving the system. A report from the Commission-appointed
Expert Group on SEPs90 would also be most welcome.
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